Abstract-Specificities of the generalized synchronization mode in unidirectionally coupled delayed oscillators are studied. Four different cases of the interaction of systems characterized by different numbers of positive Lyapunov exponents are considered. It is established that the threshold for the rise of a synchronous mode strongly depends on the degree of chaoticity of interacting systems and the coupling of systems characterized by a different number of positive Lyapunov exponents gives rise to additional synchronization regions.
One of the most interesting types of chaotic synchronization is generalized synchronization, since this mode can be observed in two coupled completely different dynamic systems, including those with different dimensions of the phase space [1, 2] . This type of synchronization has found application in microwave electronics and radio physics [3, 4] , as well as in information and telecommunication systems for information transmission and processing [5] [6] [7] .
Among the most universal and efficient devices for the study of synchronous modes in radiophysical systems are microwave resonant oscillators with delayed feedback based on multiresonator klystrons. These devices are characterized by high power and efficiency, which makes them the most promising for practical use. The complex dynamics of such devices has been studied in a number of works (see, e.g., [8] [9] [10] ).
Thus, there is a need to study generalized chaotic synchronization in delayed radiophysical systems. The aim of this work was to study the specificities of this mode on the example of a simple model of two unidirectionally coupled delayed oscillators proposed in [11] .
The system under consideration is described by the following equations:
(1) where x 1 (t) and x 2 (t) are variables that characterize the behavior of the master and slave systems, respectively; k 1 and k 2 are the parameters of these systems; k 3 is the coupling parameter; f(x) = a -x 2 is a nonlinear function; a = 1.5 is the control parameter; and delay time  = 10 is chosen the same for both systems.
One of the most common methods for detecting the generalized synchronization mode is the auxiliary system method [12] . The idea is that, in the basin of attraction of the same attractor as of the slave system, x 2 (t), an auxiliary system x 3 (t) identical to x 2 (t) but with different initial conditions is introduced. In the event of a generalized synchronization after the completion of the transition process, identical functional relations, x 2 (t) = F[x 1 (t)] and x 3 (t) = F[x 1 (t)], will be established. Thus, the equivalence of the slave and auxiliary systems, x 2 (t)  x 3 (t), is a criterion for the presence of generalized synchronization in the system. To use the method described, in addition to system (1), we introduced the equation (2) where the factor = k 2 -10 -14 is responsible for the detuning of the slave and auxiliary systems, which is introduced in order to avoid a numerical computation trap.
Delayed systems are characterized by an infinitely dimensional phase space, and, accordingly, the spectrum of Lyapunov exponents contains an infinite number of exponents. Therefore, by varying the parameters (in this case, k 1 and k 2 ), one can observe various modes in the autonomous master and slave systems, in particular, chaotic and hyper-chaotic dynamics. Thus, by combining these quantities, one can study various variant of the influence of the master system on the slave one.
To calculate the spectrum of Lyapunov exponents of unidirectionally coupled oscillators (1), the method proposed in [13] was used. It is based on a consideration of the evolution in time of the spatial state of the system and (with periodic orthogonalizations and renormalizations) its perturbations.
The most atypical situation is observed in the case in which the parameters are chosen so that the master system in the autonomous case is characterized by one positive Lyapunov exponent and the slave one, by two exponents. Figure 1 shows the spectrum of Lyapunov exponents of system (1) for the combinations of parameters k 1 = 1.005 and k 2 = 1.013. Figure 1 shows that, with an increase in coupling parameter k 3 , the system undergoes the transition of two conditionally positive Lyapunov exponents to the region of negative values, while the exponent responsible for the master system remains unchanged. It is worth noting a curious regularity: the leading Lyapunov exponent goes into the region of negative values twice and the first transition is accompanied by the subsequent displacement of this exponent to the positive region. When this Lyapunov exponent becomes negative again, a generalized synchronization mode in the system is finally established. Figure 2 shows the dependence of the mean distance d between the states of the slave and auxiliary systems on the coupling parameter k 3 :
where T is the calculation time and T 0 is the transition time. The insets in the same figure show the state planes (x 2 , x 3 ) at the characteristic points with respect to the parameter k 3 . It is evident that, when the systems become equivalent to each other and d is equal to zero, a generalized synchronization mode is established (the state plane at k 3 = 0.086 and 0.156 in Fig. 2) .
As in the spectrum of Lyapunov exponents, the dependence of the mean distance between the states of the slave and auxiliary systems on the control parameter k 3 (Fig. 2) chronization mode through intermittency in the state planes is observed (see insets in Fig. 2 ). It is clearly seen that, with increasing coupling parameter k 3 , the points gradually line up on the main diagonal and, on the boundary of the onset of the generalized synchronization mode, intermittent behavior is observed (k 3 = 0.05 and 0.13).
In general, the establishment of a generalized synchronization mode in a system of two unidirectionally coupled delay oscillators proceeds according to the classical scenario. The table 1 presents the results of the study of generalized synchronization at several characteristic values of the control parameters in order of increasing the threshold for establishing the synchronous mode. It is clearly seen that the critical value of parameter k 3 increases with the complication of the system dynamics. The smallest value of coupling parameter k 3 , which is responsible for establishing generalized synchronization, takes place in the system of coupled oscillators with k 1 and k 2 such that the chaotic mode is realized in the autonomous case in the master and slave systems. As the ratio between the control parameter values changes, the generalized synchronization threshold also shifts. It should be noted that, when both oscillators have two positive Lyapunov exponents, the critical value of parameter k 3 is not the largest, as it may seem at first glance. Since the systems have the same number of positive Lyapunov exponents, at the qualitative level, this process will be the same as for the first, simplest case. The only difference is in the time spent on establishing the synchronous mode, which implies a larger threshold for the generalized synchronization mode. Finally, it becomes most difficult for the master oscillator with one positive Lyapunov exponent to suppress the intrinsic dynamics of the slave oscillator with two positive Lyapunov exponents, which leads to the greatest critical value of the coupling parameter.
Thus, in this work, we have studied a generalized synchronization in unidirectionally coupled delayed systems. To detect the generalized synchronization mode, a method of calculating the Lyapunov exponent and the auxiliary system method were used. It has been shown that both methods give mutually consistent results. Two coupled delayed oscillators with different control parameters responsible for a different number of positive Lyapunov exponents in the autonomous case have been studied. It has been shown that the generalized synchronization mode occurs earlier in simpler systems. The maximum coupling strength is required in the case of coupled oscillators, when the master system with a chaotic mode acts on the slave system in a hyper-chaotic mode. 
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